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 RABBI ISAAC ABRAVANEL ON

 MAIMONIDES' PRINCIPLES OF
 FAITH

 In his commentary to the tenth chapter of tractate Sanhédrin,
 Moses Maimonides sets forth 13 principles or dogmas that embody
 the basic beliefs of Judaism. These principles, Maimonides insists,
 must be held by every Jew;1 holding these principles not only identi
 fies one as a Jew—an innovation in and of itself because Maimonides
 was the first Jewish thinker to make being Jewish dependent on
 belief— but it is also a necessary condition for a person to attain im
 mortality.2 Maimonides observes:

 When a man believes in all these fundamental principles, and his faith is
 thus clarified, he is then part of that "Israel" whom we are to love, pity, and
 treat, as God commanded, with love and fellowship. Even if a Jew should
 commit every possible sin, out of lust or mastery by his lower nature, he will be
 punished for his sins but will still have a share in the world to come. He is one
 of the "sinners in Israel." But if a man gives up any of these fundamental
 principles, he has removed himself from the Jewish community. He is an
 atheist, a heretic, an unbeliever who "cuts among the plantings."3 We are
 commanded to hate him and to destroy him. Of him it is said: "Shall I not
 hate those who hate You, O Lord?" (Psalms 139:21)."

 The 13 principles that Maimonides thus establishes as the basic
 beliefs of Judaism may be summarized as follows:

 (1) that God exists; (2) that God is one; (3) that God is incorporeal;
 (4) that God is eternal; (5) that God alone may be worshipped; (6) that pro
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 phecy exists; (7) that the prophecy of Moses is superior to all other prophecy;
 (8) that the Torah was divinely revealed; (9) that the Torah is immutable;
 (10) that God knows the deeds of men; (11) that God rewards the righteous
 and punishes the wicked; (12) that the Messiah will come; and (13) that the
 dead will be resurrected.

 The proper interpretation of these principles and their intent be
 came a major issue in the intellectual life medieval Jewry.5 The most
 extensive medieval discussion of Maimonides' principles is found in
 the Rosh Amanah (Principles of Faith) by Rabbi Don Isaac Abra
 venel (1437-1508).6 The Rosh Amanah was written, Abravenel tells
 us, to defend Maimonides against those who rejected his formulation
 and enumeration of the principles, particularly Don Hasdai Crescas
 (1340-1410) and his pupil, Joseph Albo (fifteenth century).7

 The first 22 chapters of the book are indeed devoted to an ex
 tended and often subtle defense of Maimonides. In chapter 23, how
 ever, Abravenel performs a notorious aboutface and attacks the very
 possibility of creed formulation in Judaism, insisting that Judaism
 has no dogmas or principles and that every one of its precepts and
 beliefs is as important as every other one.8 The Rosh Amanah is the
 locus classicus for the enunciation of this position. It is, however,
 noteworthy for more than that reason alone: in this book Abravanel
 presents an acute and sophisticated analysis of the Maimonidean
 principles, contributing toward their better understanding.

 The book follows a strictly logical order of development. It be
 gins with a citation of the 13 principles themselves, in an otherwise
 unknown Hebrew translation.9 Abravanel's then summarizes the opi
 nions of Crescas and Albo before devoting four chapters (3 to 6) to a
 listing of 28 objections to Maimonides' principles, as of which he
 culled from the writings of Crescas and Albo and 8 of which he raised
 himself. This procedure is Abravanel's standard practice in almost all
 of his philosophical and exegetical works. First he raises a series of
 questions and then he proceeds to answer them. In the next six chap
 ters Abravanel discusses nine propositions that he presents as being
 necessary for his argument. Having established the ground rules for
 his discussion, Abravanel proceeds to take up the objections seria
 tim, disposing of each in turn in Chapters 12 to 21. In the next chap
 ter he ends his argument against Crescas and Albo by arguing for
 their dependence on Maimonides. Chapter 23 contains his arguments
 against Jewish credalism, while Chapter 24 is occupied with a defense
 of his claim that Judaism has no dogmas in the light of the fact that a
 mishnah (Sanhédrin X, 1) seems to posit dogmas in Judaism.

 The fifth of Abravanel's nine preliminary propositions com
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 prises Chapter 10 in the Rosh Amannah. As Abravanel puts it, the
 proposition states:

 that the number of foundations and principles of faith as stated by
 Maimonides was neither accidental nor inadvertent; nor (did Maimonides
 choose the number thirteen) in order to match the thirteen attributes of God's
 mercy or the thirteen hermeneutical principles of Torah exegesis. Rather, with
 this number Maimonides intended to teach one or all of three lessons and great
 speculative teachings.

 The chapter itself is given over to a discussion of the three "lessons"
 taught by the order and interrelationship of the 13 principles. It is
 this chapter that I present in annotated translation later.

 Abravanel was neither the first nor the last scholar seeking to ex
 plain the inner structure of Maimonides' 13 principles. But, as will be
 seen, he was one of the most innovative. Among the first was Rabbi
 Simeon ben Zemah Duran, the renowned talmudist, who fled Spain
 for North Africa after the persecutions of 1391.10 In the introduction
 to his Ohev Mishpata commentary on Job, Duran distinguishes
 between fundamental principles (which, explicitly following the ter
 minology of the Sabbath laws, he calls avot, "fathers") and the sub
 principles implied by them (toladot, "consequences"). He maintains
 that Maimonides chose his principles because they were all explicitly
 taught by biblical verses and not because they are the most important
 principles of Judaism. He writes:

 . . . were it not for the dependence upon the verses, the number (of principles)
 would be smaller or greater (than thirteen); for, if we counted (only) the fun
 damental principles we would have only three principles, while if we counted
 the sub-principles there would be more than thirteen. However, the funda
 mental principles are three and no more. Belief in God and what follows (from
 that belief) is one principle. (Its sub-principles are): existence, unity, priority12
 incorporeality, and that it is proper to worship only God and no other. These
 five sub-principles all follow from one fundamental principle. Belief in the
 Torah and necessary corollary beliefs is one principle which is that God
 through the intermediation of the separate intellects'3 causes a Divine over
 flow14 to extend to those who cleave unto Him so that they become prophets
 of different ranks, seeking to direct human beings to the service of God. In
 cluded in this principle are four15 (derivative principles): prophecy, the pro
 phecy of Moses, that the Torah will never be changed or altered, for (the pro
 duct of) divine activity is perfect, enduring, and eternal. Belief in retribution
 and its necessary corollary beliefs is one principle which is that God knows the
 deeds of men and rewards and punishes them according to their deeds, either
 in this world or in the next world, and either in the days of the Messiah or after
 the resurrection of the dead. Included in this principle are four (derivative)
 principles: God's knowledge and retribution, the coming of Messiah, and the
 resurrection of the dead ..."
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 Duran thus reduces Maimomdes 13 principles to 3 fundamental
 principles which, he maintains, are necesary for human perfection.17
 Duran initiated what has become a standard element in almost all in

 terpretations of the 13 principles, namely, that they fall naturally into
 three main groups. Duran was also the first explicitly to link the three
 main groups of principles to the mishnah in Sanhédrin,18 In his
 Magen Avotx9 he writes:

 Divine revelation, reward and punishment, and the existence of God are foun
 dations of the Torah. It is a foundation of faith to believe in God, in His ex
 istence, unity, priority, and that it is proper to worship (only) Him. This is in
 cluded under (the heading) apikoros, as mentioned above. Next, (one should)
 believe in the prophecy of the prophets and in the prophecy of Moses, in the
 Torah and in its immutability." This is included under (the heading of)
 "Divine revelation." Next, (one should) believe in reward and punishment
 and its offshoots. This is included under (the heading of) "resurrection."

 It is well-known that Duran strongly influenced Joseph Albo.21
 This is evident in Albo's enumeration of the principles of Judaism.
 He writes:

 It seems to me that the general and essential principles of Divine law are three:
 existence of God, providence in reward and punishment, and Divine revela
 tion."

 Note how Albo derives the rest of the Maimomdean principles
 from these three. He writes:

 It may be that Maimonides has the same idea concerning the number of funda
 mental principles as the one we have just indicated, and that his list consists of
 the three chief principles that we mentioned, plus the derivative dogmas issu
 ing from them, all being called by him principles. Thus he lays down the exis
 tence of God, a fundamental doctrine, as the first principle. Then he enume
 rates along with it as principles four other dogmas which are derived from it,
 viz., unity, incorporeality, eternity, and exclusive worship. Then he lists as
 principles revelation, another fundamental doctrine, together with three other
 dogmas derived from it, viz., prophecy, superiority of Moses, and immuta
 bility of the law. Then comes Divine omniscience and providence in reward
 and punishment, the third fundamental doctrine, together with three other
 dogmas implied in it and derived therefrom, viz., spiritual retribution, Mes
 siah, and resurrection."

 Duran's influence on Albo in this regard is further seem in Ikkarim I,
 10, where Albo connects his three principles to the mishnah in San
 hédrin X, 1 much as Duran did in his Magen Avot.
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 Abraham ben Shem Tov Bibago24 was another of AbravenePs
 predecessors who wrote on the subject of the internal structure of the
 Maimonidean principles. There is little point in discussing Bibago's
 contribution at this point, except to note that Abravanel borrowed
 from him, in some places almost word for word, as in the chapter
 presented here. It is the third of the three "lessons" that Abravanel
 says Maimonides sought to teach by his ordering of the principles.25

 In recent times the subject of the internal structure of the 13
 principles has been taken up by a number of scholars. Surprisingly,
 Schechter does not discuss it in his "Dogmas of Judaism," but David
 Neumark does, offering a novel interpretation. He divides the prin
 ciples into two groups, those that can be verified by proof and those
 that can be neither proved nor disproved.26 Meyer Waxman subjects
 Neumark's discussion to withering criticism and proposes that the
 principles be divided into the same three groups into which Duran
 divided them; he labels them God (principles 1 to 5), Torah (prin
 ciples 6 to 9), and Man (principles 10 to 13).27 In this, as we will see,
 he follows a suggestion of Abravanel. More recently, Yaakov
 Stieglitz28 and Arthur Hyman29 have reverted to the classic division
 of Duran and Albo. Hyman follows them as well in relating the three
 groupings to the different terms in mishnah Samhedrin X, 1.

 We thus see that of the scholars, both medieval and modern, who
 have analyzed the internal structure of the Maimonidean principles,
 all but Neumark (and Bibago) follow the threefold division first pro
 posed by Duran. It is to Abravanel's credit that, his dependence on
 Bibago notwithstanding, he breaks new ground and, in so doing,
 adds significantly to our understanding of the principles.

 Abravanel sees the structure of the 13 principles as teaching at
 least three separate "lessons." The first approach divides the prin
 ciples as did Duran and Albo, but with a different emphasis, showing
 their interrelatedness. On this understanding the first five principles
 describe God, the Commander; the next four relate to the content of
 His commands, the Torah; the last four relate to those whom God
 commands, the Israelites. The emphasis here, however, is on how the
 principles lead to obedience to the Torah. We observe the Torah
 either because of the exalted nature and "perfect rank" of its Com
 mander, because of its own perfection, or because of the "hope for
 reward and the fear of punishment"; the latter is the subject of the
 last four principles.

 The second of the three lessons relates to the cognitive status of
 the principles. Here Abravanel seems to be breaking new ground en
 tirely. He divides the principles into four groups. The first (principles
 1 to 3) consists of those that are philosophically acceptable without
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 reservation. These are principles that Maimonides, according to
 Abravanel, thought were rationally demonstrable. The next three
 principles, while not being entirely acceptable philosophically, are ra
 tionally demonstrable to one degree or another. The third group
 (principles 7 to 9) consists of principles about which Aristotelian
 philosophy must remain agnostic, since they relate to claims (about
 the Torah) that may be true or false but that are not necessarily so,
 one way or the other. The last four principles, according to this
 analysis, must be rejected by Aristotelian philosophy, since they all
 deal with ramifications of God's knowledge of particulars, which
 Aristotle denies.

 The last "lesson," the one derived from Bibago, divides the
 principles into two groups: those relating to God and those relating
 to His works. The first group comprises principles 1 to 4. The prin
 ciples of unity, incorporeality, and eternity (priority) are shown to be
 related to Maimonides' doctrine of negative attributes. The second
 group, principles 4 to 13 (principle 4 falling into both groups) is itself
 divided into four parts. The first consists of principles relating to ac
 tions of God that are general and occasional (creation, miracles, pro
 phecy). The principles in the second subdivision relate to God's ac
 tions that are particular and transitory and that relate specifically to
 the Jewish people. In this group Abravanel (Bibago) includes the
 superiority of Mosaic prophecy, Divine revelation, and the im
 mutability of the Torah. The third subdivision consists of the prin
 ciples that relate to the actions of God that are both general and per
 manent. This category includes God's knowledge, providence, and
 retribution. The particular actions of God that will occur in the
 future (Messiah and resurrection) define the last of the four subdivi
 sions. On this account, the 13 principles are shown to follow
 Maimonides' discussion of Divine attributes {Guide, I. 51-60). They
 all express either attributes of negation or attributes of action. These
 are the only kind of attributes that, according to Maimonides, may
 be predicated of God.

 While this last analysis, which Abravanel borrowed from
 Bibago, may seem somewhat strained, the first two "lessons" that he
 derives from the number and internal structure of Maimonides' prin
 ciples of faith certainly add to our understanding of them and
 demonstrate the truth of Abravanel's claim that Maimonides' choice
 and ordering of his principles "was neither accidental nor inadver
 tent."

 The translation presented here is based on the editio princeps of
 the Rosh Amanah (Constantinople, 1505). It is not entirely literal in
 that I have introduced words and phrases not found in the original
 but that were clearly demanded by the plain sense of the Hebrew. I
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 have placed in parentheses all additions that were not needed in this
 way but that I supplied to aid intelligibility.

 Rosh Amanan: Chapter Ten

 An Explanation of the Fifth Proposition Necessary for this Study

 The fifth proposition is that the number of the foundations and principles of
 faith'0 as stated by Maimonides31 was neither accidental nor inadvertent;32 nor did
 (Maimonides choose the number thirteen) in order to match the thirteen attributes of
 God's33 mercy34 or the thirteen hermeneutical principles of Torah exegesis.35 Rather,
 with this number Maimonides intended to teach one or all of three lessons" and

 great speculative teachings.
 The first lesson which Maimonides meant to teach with these roots 3 is that the

 true servant of God cannot escape placing as the goal of his service (one of three
 things. The first is) the exalted and perfect character of God. From this perspective
 Maimonides presented the first five principles. They are (first), that God is the most
 perfect possible Existent and that He exists necessarily, in and of Himself and that
 because of the perfect character of His existence it is proper to serve Him. Second,
 that God is One; because of this it is also proper that we love Him and cleave to Him,
 since aside from Him there is no God. Thus Moses 31 after communicating (the fact
 of) God's unity in the verse, Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is One
 (Deuteronomy 6:4) immediately said, And thou shalt love the Lord thy God
 (Deuteronomy 6:5). That is to say, since God is One and has no second, it is fitting
 that every heart and soul perfectly love and cleave unto Him. The third principle,
 that of incorporeality, also teaches God's perfection, for spiritual things are more
 exalted and perfect than physical things. The fourth principle, that God is eternal,39
 and that everything else is created also teaches the (exalted) degree of His existence
 since "before any being was created,"40 the Lord was one and His name was one
 (after Zechariah 14:9). (This fourth principle also teaches) that God created the
 world and endowed every created being with existence and goodness. The fifth prin
 ciple, that God is the only proper object of worship, teaches three beliefs. These are
 that He is omnipotent, that He acts by will and volition, and that He guides our peo
 ple without an intermediary. These five principles are presented from the perspective
 of God's perfect rank.

 The second perspective (from which the principles are presented) is that of the
 commandment, that is to say, the Torah itself. With respect to this Maimonides
 presented (the next) four principles. They are, (first), the existence of prophecy
 among prophets in general; (second), its existence in an exalted degree in
 Moses—which indicated the exalted degree of the Torah given through him; (third),
 that the Torah which is in our hands today, together with its division into verses and
 the interpretation received by tradition,41 was all given from Heaven. To prevent us
 from thinking that the Torah was given for a limited time (only) which has passed
 and ended, Maimonides presented the principle of the immutability42 of the Torah
 which teaches that it will neither be altered nor exchanged for another. These four
 principles all relate to the Torah itself.
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 The third aspect—that involving those who receive the command—relates to
 retribution: the hope for reward or the fear of punishment, for many people observe
 the Torah in order to receive the reward,4' and not for its own sake. It was with
 respect to this aspect that Maimonides presented the principles of Divine knowledge
 and providence and of reward and punishment because these all teach that God is
 just and does good unto the good and to them that are upright in their hearts (Psalms
 125:4) both in this world and in the next while the wicked shall be cut off from the
 land (Proverbs 2:22). But since there is room to doubt this because of the evils that
 overtake the righteous and the goodness and happiness enjoyed by the wicked,
 Maimonides, by way of solving the problem, presented the twelfth principle, about
 the coming of our Messiah, and the thirteenth principle, about the resurrection of
 the dead, for then there will be true reward for God's servants, the children of Jacob,
 His chosen ones (Psalms 105:106), and terrible punishment for idolators; some to
 everlasting life, and some to reproaches and everlasting abhorrence (Daniel 12:2).
 From this it is clear that the last two principles, those relating to the coming of the
 Messiah and to resurrection, are types and branches of the eleventh principle since
 they are particular types of reward and punishment in general. They were only in
 cluded among the principles in order to anticipate and solve a problem as I said
 above" and will clarify further below.4' I have thus explained the numbering of these
 thirteen principles to you as well as the first lesson which Maimonides sought to
 teach through their number.

 The second lesson which Maimonides intended to teach through the (specific)
 number of principles (relates to their philosophic status). Aristotle" would admit to
 the truth of the first three principles in all their parts and roots. These are: the first
 principle, that of God's perfect and necessary existence; the second principle, that of
 God's unity—that there is no partner or second in divinity (with God) nor any com
 position or multiplicity in Him; and the third principle, that God is neither a body
 nor the force of a body. Aristotle would admit the truth of these three principles in
 all their parts, for they are matters (the truth of which) has been apprehended by ra
 tional demonstration.

 Aristotle would admit (to the truth of) the next three principles, however, (only)
 from one point of view and would deny them from another point of view. Aristotle
 would accept our assertion in the fourth principle that God is eternal and has no
 beginning. But he would deny our assertion that everything other than God is not
 eternal but, rather, created. Similarly, Aristotle would admit to our assertion, in the
 fifth principle, that it is proper to worship only God since He is omnipotent. But
 Aristotle would deny our claim that God guides and extends providence to our peo
 ple without any intermediary. So also, Aristotle would accept our assertion, in the
 sixth principle, that prophecy depends upon perfection of character and knowledge
 and the purity of the soul (of the prophet). But he would deny our claim that pro
 phecy can be withheld by the Divine will. These are the foundations which Aristotle
 would accept in part and would deny in part.

 Next, Maimonides presents three principles which Aristotle would neither ac
 cept nor deny, since they cannot be treated within (the scope of) his (methods of) in
 quiry and since he would not consider them impossible. These are: the seventh foun
 dation, that Moses was elevated above all other prophets by the purity of his
 character and the degree of his prophetic attainment; the eighth foundation, that the
 Torah as we have it today is divinely ordered and (was) apprehended through pro
 phecy; and the ninth foundation, that the Torah will never change nor be replaced.
 The truth of these three beliefs can be neither proved nor refuted by rational inquiry
 or human speculation.
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 After this Maimonides presented the last four principles which Aristotle, accor
 ding to the methods of his inquiry, would deny in all their parts. These are: (the tenth
 principle), that God knows particulars and extends His providence to them; (the
 eleventh principle), that God repays the righteous with a goodly reward in accord
 with the commandments they have fulfilled and repays the wicked with great punish
 ment for not keeping and observing the commandments of the Torah; (the twelfth
 principle), that the Messiah will come in order to establish that reward and punish
 ment; and (the thirteenth principle), that in the end of days "(many of) them that
 sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake . . (Daniel 12:2). Aristotle would deny
 and refuse to accept these four beliefs because they involve particular Divine reward,
 given according to the commandments and related to them.

 Maimonides has thus taught us belief in these thirteen principles, of which the
 first three are perfectly established in all their parts by rational inquiry. Three others
 are partially established by speculative inquiry. (Another) three of them are possibly
 (true) according to (rational) inquiry, being neither necessarily (true) nor necessarily
 false. The last four principles are necessarily false according to philosophical
 speculation in the way I described. In that they are all correct beliefs, however, ac
 cording to the Torah and in truth, belief in them is proper and necessary. It was
 because of their great importance that they were put forward as principles of faith.47

 The third lesson which Maimonides sought to teach with this number of prin
 ciples relates to the fact that a believer's faith in the Divine Torah cannot but involve
 faith in God or in His works, for nothing else exists.48 Now, that which we ought to
 believe about God is that He exists necessarily and is absolutely perfect. We have no
 way of imagining49 or comprehending his perfection except by way of negation; (we
 can) not do it positively. For, as Maimonides established in the Guide,™ no positive
 attribute can be predicated of God. Solomon admonished (us) with respect to this in
 Ecclesiastes where he said, "Be not rash with thy mouth, and let not thy heart be
 hasty to utter a word before God; for God is in Heaven, and thou upon the earth;
 therefore, let thy words be few" (Ecclesiastes 5:1). By this he means to say that one
 should not be eager, whether in one's words or inquiry, to predicate positive at
 tributes of God for He is in Heaven, that is, absolutely beyond our ken." His ex
 istence is absolutely different from ours, as different as the heavens are from the
 earth. Thus, His attributes are not like ours but are, (rather), absolutely different.
 Therefore, the only way in which it is possible for us to describe Him is with negative
 attributes. This is the meaning of the verse, therefore let thy words be few, that is,
 exclusionary" and negative"

 Maimonides, therefore, presented three principles, the second, third, and
 fourth, the meanings and implications of which are negative. These are that God is
 one, incorporeal, and eternal. The sense of the three of them is that God can be
 neither included in anything nor can He be limited. Limitation may occur in one of
 three ways. First, as in the case of a numerical attribute, encompassed by and includ
 ed within number insofar as it is an attribute. Second, limitation by place, as in the
 case of bodies enclosed by their place. Third, limitation by time, as in the case of
 things which are subject to generation and corruption; time being greater than they
 at both their (temporal) extremities. It is (well-) known that a thing limited in any of
 these three ways is deficient. Thus, after Maimonides presented the first principle
 that of God's divinity, which is the foundation of all foundations,54 he removed
 from God these three types of limitation. In asserting the second principle, that God
 is one, Maimonides established that God does not fall under (the category of)
 number since he made clear that God is not like the one of counting, nor of genus,
 nor of species. In asserting that God is not a body he established that God is not
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 defined by place for what is not a body is not in any place. In asserting that God is
 eternal Maimonides established that God does not fall under (the category of) time
 and is not limited by it. It is for this reason that He is called eternal God
 (Deuteronomy 33:27). From this it may be seen that God is not deficient, for defi
 ciency only results form the aspect of limitation. These first four principles thus
 establish proper beliefs concerning God and His infinite perfection.55

 With respect to God's actions, however, in that same fourth principle
 (Maimonides) made clear that God's first, all-embracing act was the creation of the
 world. In the fifth principle (Maimonides) established that God's power is infinite
 and that He acts by desire and will, not by nature, as is the case with other, created
 beings. These two propositions should be held by anyone who affirms creation ex
 nihilo

 God's actions may be divided four ways. They are either general and occasional:
 (as) the creation of the world, implied" in the fourth principle; miraculous activity,
 which is hinted at in the fifth principle; and the existence of prophecy which is
 presented in the sixth principle. (The second category of God's actions is) actions
 which are particular and occasional, and which relate only to the generality of our
 nation. In this category (Maimonides) counted the seventh foundation, (the
 superiority of) the prophecy of Moses over (the prophecies) of all the other prophets;
 the eighth foundation, revelation;58 and the ninth foundation, the immutability" of
 the Torah—that by its nature and essence it was given for eternity, never to change.
 (The third category) is of general and permanent actions. In this category
 (Maimonides) presented God's knowledge and providence, in the tenth foundation,
 and reward and punishment, in the eleventh foundation. The matters include all men
 and operate at all times. (The fourth category) is of particular actions which will oc
 cur in the future, like the coming of the Messiah, presented in the twelfth principle,
 and resurrection, presented in the thirteenth principle. This is called the principle of
 particular resurrection according to the opinion of Maimonides who wrote at the
 beginning of his commentary to the Mishnah60 that the resurrection of the dead will
 be restricted to the righteous. This follows the statement of the Sages who said that
 the (great) power of rain is for the righteous and wicked (alike) while the resurrection
 of the dead is restricted to the righteous.61

 All this being so (we find) that the number of the principles has been arrived at
 in a correct fashion. Some relate to God Himself and some relate to His actions;
 among (these actions) are (first) the general and occasional, (second) the paricular
 and occasional—which are more closely related to the Torah, (third) the general and
 permanent, and (fourth) the particular actions which will occur in the future. Thus
 (we have) clarified this lesson which Maimonides (sought to teach) by the number of
 these roots.

 We find in Tractate Ta anit that when R. Eliezer ben Pedat asked what was set

 aside for him in the world to come, he was told from Heaven: "thirteen rivers of
 balsam oil (as clear as the Euphrates and the Tigris) which you will be able to
 enjoy."62 They hinted by this that he will live eternally in great pleasure because of
 the thirteen principles of faith in which he believed."

 Similarly, when R. Joshua ben Levi entered paradise:

 Elijah heralded him, proclaiming, "Make room for the son of Levi, make
 room for the son of Levi!" As he proceeded on his way, he found R. Simeon
 b. Yohai64 reclining on thirteen heaping sacks of gold.6' "Are you," the latter
 asked him, "the son of Levi?"
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 "Yes," he replied.
 4 4Has a rainbow ever appeared in your lifetime?
 "Yes, he replied.
 "If that is so, you are not the son of Levi. 66 The fact, however, is that there
 was no such thing67 but he thought, "I must take no credit for myself.''

 This is found in chapter ha-Madir of Tractate Ketubot.68 There is no doubt that the
 heaping sacks of gold upon which R. Simeon was reclining are the thirteen principles
 of faith in which he believed during his lifetime, as they were posited by
 Maimonides. Because he believed in them, his reward is with him and his recompense
 is before him (Isaiah 40:10 and 62:11). This is not the proper place to explain the
 other parts of the passage.

 This is the fifth proposition.

 NOTES

 1. The Arabic text of Maimonides' commentary to this mishnah (the first of what is called
 Perek [chapter] Helek) may be found in J. Holzer, Zur Geschichte der Dogmenlehre in der
 judischen Religionsphilosphie des Mittelalters: Moses Maimuni's Einleitung zu chelek
 (Berlin: 1901); Israel Friedlaender, Selections from the Arabic Writings of Maimonides
 (Leider: 1909 and 1951); and Joseph Kafah, Mishnah im Perush Rabbenu Moshe ben
 Maimón, Vol. IV (Jerusalem: 1964). The Holzer text includes the Hebrew translation of
 Solomon ben Joseph ibn Jacob, while Kafah presents a new Hebrew translation of his
 own. Mordecai Dov Rabinovitch edited the ibn Tibbon translation in Rabbenu Moshe ben

 Maimón: Hakdamot le-ferush ha-Mishnah (Jerusalem: 1961). There is also a modern
 Hebrew translation—which I have not seen—by M. Gottlieb in his Perush ha-Mishnah la
 Rambam, Masseket Sanhédrin (Hanover: 1906). Maimonides' complete commentary to
 the first mishnah in Perek Helek has been translated into English twice. Joshua Abelson's
 translation, "Maimonides on the Jewish Creed," appeared in the old series of the JQR, 19
 (1907), 24-58. Arnold Jacob Wolf retranslated the commentary in Judaism, 15 (1966),
 95-101, 211-216, and 337-342. This translation was reprinted in Isadore Twersky (ed.), A
 Maimonides Reader (New York: 1972), 401-423, from which it will be cited below. The
 principles themselves, without Maimonides' lenghthy introduction, are also translated in
 David R. Blumenthal, The Commentary of R. Hoter ben Shelomo to the Thirteen Prin
 ciples of Maimonides (Leiden: 1974).

 2. On Maimonides' thirteen principles generally see Arthur Hyman, "Maimonides' 'Thirteen
 Principles,"' in Alexander Altmann (ed.), Jewish Medieval and Renaissance Studies
 (Cambridge, Mass: 1967), 119-144.

 3. This is a reference to Elisha ben Abuyah. See Hag. 14b.
 4. Wolf translation (reprinted in Twersky), p. 422.
 5. On this subject generally see Solomon Schechter, "The Dogmas of Judaism," in the first

 series of his Studies in Judaism (Philadelphia: 1905), 147-181; David Neumark, Toledot
 ha-Ikkarim bi-Yisrael, 2 vols. (Odessa: 1912, 1919); and Louis Jacobs, Principles of the
 Jewish Faith (New York: 1964), 1-32 and the literature cited there.

 6. On Abravanel, see Benzion Netanyahu, Don Isaac Abravanel, 3rd ed. (Philadelphia:
 1972). On his Rosh Amanah see M.M. Kellner, "R. Isaac Abravanel on the Principles of
 Judaism," Journal of the American Academy of Religion, 45 (supplement) (December,
 1977), 1183-1200 and Eugene Mihaly, "Isaac Abravanel on the Principles of Faith,"
 HUCA, 26 (1955), 481-502. On this period generally, and on all the thinkers I will be
 discussing, see Bernard Martin's translation of Israel Zinberg, A History of Jewish
 Literature, Vol. Ill (Cleveland: 1973). I follow Netanyahu (p.285) in translating Rosh
 Amanah as Principles of Faith.
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 7. Crescas is the author of Or ha-Shem (Light of the Lord) (Ferrara: 1555 [reprinted in Lon
 don: 1969 and Jerusalem: 1972], Vienna: 1859 [reprinted in Israel, n.d.], and Johan
 nesburg: 1861). On his discussion of dogmas see, in addition to the sources cited in note 5
 above, Eliezer Schweid, Ha-Philosophia ha-Datit she! R. Hasdai Crescas (Jerusalem:
 1970), 16-20 and S. B. Urbach, Amudei ha-Mahshava ha-Yisraelit, Vol. Ill, Mishnato ha
 Philosophit shel Rabbi Hasdai Crescas (Jerusalem: 1960), 25-32. Albo is the author of the
 Sefer ha-Ikkarim (Book of Principles), edited and translated by Isaac Husik in five
 volumes (Philadelphia: 1946). On his discussion of dogmas see, in addition to the sources
 cited in note 5 above, Eliezer Schweid, "Bein Mishnat ha-Ikkarim shel R. Joseph Albo li
 Mishnat ha-Ikkarim shel ha-Rambam," Tarbits 33 (1963-64), 74-84.

 8. My translation of this chapter appears in J. David Bleich (ed.) With Perfect Faith: The
 Foundation of Jewish Belief (New York: 1981) and, with an introduction and notes, in my
 article cited above in note 6

 9. Abravanel introduces this translation with the claim that it is ibn Tibbon's. It most cerain

 ly is not. M. Gottlieb (see note 1 above) holds that it is a composite of two translations,
 one by ibn Tibbon and one by Judah al-Harizi (cited by Hyman, see note 2 above, p. 120).

 10. On Duran see Heinrich Jaulus, "Simon ben Zemach Duran," MGWJ, 23 (1874), 241-259,
 and 24 (1875), 160-178; Jacob Guttman, "Die Stellung des Simeon ben Zemach Duran in
 der judischen Religionsphilosophie," MGWJ, 52 (1908), 641-672, and 53 (1909), 46-79;
 Isidore Epstein, The Responso of R. Simon ben Zemah Duran as a Source of the History
 of the Jews in North Africa (London: 1930); and Nahum Arieli, "Mishnato ha
 Philosophit shel R. Shimon ben Zemah Duran," Ph.D. Diss. Hebrew University 1976.

 11. Venice: 1590 (Jerusalem: 1971).
 12. Hebrew: kadmon ("uncreated"). When Abravanel uses this term, I translate it as "eterni

 ty" because that is the sense in which he takes it.
 13. On the Separate Intellects see Maimonides, Guide of the Perplexed II. 2-12 and Harry

 Blumberg, "Ha-Sekhalim ha-Nivdalim bi-Mishnato shel ha-Rambam," Tarbits, 40
 (1971), 216-225.

 14. This overflow or emanation (shefa in Hebrew) is discussed by Maimonides in the Guide of
 the Perplexed (translated by Shlomo Pines, Chicago: 1963). It is, he says, sometimes call
 ruah (spirit) in Hebrew (I. 40, p. 191); the world was created through this overflow and is
 kept in existence by it (I. 58, p. 136, and I, 69, p. 169). It is defined in II. 12 as the term
 that denotes "the actions of one who is not a body" (p. 279). The term cannot be defined
 further "for we are not capable of finding the true reality of a term that would correspond
 to the true reality of the notion . . ." (ibid.). The workings of the Divine overflow may be
 beyond human ken, but its effects are evident, for it is the source of all knowledge. Com
 menting on the verse, "In Thy light do we see light" (Psalms 36:10), Maimonides writes
 "that through the overflow of the intellect that has overflowed from Thee, we intellectual
 ly cognize, and consequently we receive correct guidance, we draw inference, and we ap
 prehend the intellect" (p. 280). See Roger E. Herst, "Where God and Man Touch: An In
 quiry into Maimonides' Doctrine of Divine Overflow," CCAR Journal, 23 (Autumn,
 1976), 16-21. This Divine overflow is closely bound up with the subject of Maimonides'
 views of prophecy, on which issue see M.M. Kellner, "Maimonides and Gersonides on
 Mosaic Prophecy," Speculum, 52 (1977), 62-79 and the sources cited in note 5 there (p. 63)
 as well as David R. Blumenthal, "Maimonides' Intellectualist Mysticism and the
 Superiority of the Prophecy of Moses," Studies in Medieval Culture, 10 (1977) 51-67.

 15. Duran only lists three derivative principles here. From the Maimonides list he leaves out
 the principle that the Torah was divinely revealed. I would suggest that he either meant the
 statement of the general principle to be counted here among the derivative principles or
 that we are dealing with either an oversight on Duran's part or a printer's error.

 16. Ohev Mishpat, p. 14a.
 17. Ibid.

 18. Mishnah Sanhédrin X, I states (in part): "All Israel have a share in the world to come . . .
 (except) he who denies that resurrection of the dead is taught in the Torah, he who denies
 that the Torah is divinely revealed, and the apikoros . . . ."

 19. Livorno (Leghorn), 1785 (Jerusalem: n.d.), p. 2b bottom.
 20. Literally: "eternity."
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 21. See especially the articles by Jaulus and Guttmann cited in note 10.
 22. Ikkarim, I. 4 (Husik, Vol. I, p. 64).
 23. Ikkarim, I. 4 (Husik, Vol. I, p. 69).
 24. On Bibago see Moritz Steinschneider, "Abraham Bibagos Schriften," MGWJ, 32 (1883),

 79-96 and 125-144; Allan Lazaroff, "The Theology of Abraham Bibago," Ph.D. Diss.
 Brandeis University 1973; and Abraham Nuriel, "Mishnato ha-Philosophit shel R.
 Abraham ben Shem Tov Bibago," Ph.D. Diss. Hebrew University 1975. Lazaroff's disser
 tation will soon be available from the University of Alabama Press.

 25. Abravanel's borrowings from Bibago were first noted by Eliakim Carmoly in "Annalecten
 8: Plagiate," in Jost's Israelitische Annalen, Vol. 1, No. 13 (March 29, 1839), p. 101 and
 in "Toledot Don Yizhak Abravanel," in Ignaz Blumenfeld (ed.), Ozar Nehmad II (Vien
 na: 1857), p. 55. Lazaroff discusses Carmoly's claims and two defenses of Abravanel of
 fered in the Israelitische Annalen (by "Tsarphati", Vol. 1, p. 181 and by S. D. Luzzatto in
 Vol. 2, pp. 17 and 25) on pages 152-153 of his dissertation. Jacob Guttmann, Die Religion
 sphilosophischen Lehren des Isaak Abravanel (Breslau: 1916), 39-40, provides further ex
 amples of Abravanel's dependence on Bibago. The material here is taken from Bibago's
 Derekh Emunah (Constantinople: 1522; Jerusalem: 1970), pp. 99c-101d. These pages are
 missing from the Jerusalem reprint, and I would like to thank Professor Allan Lazaroff of
 Boston University and Mr. James Neiger of the Klau Library at Hebrew Union College for
 their kindness in providing me with copies of them.

 The question of Abravanel's unattributed use of materials derived from other authors
 is a complicated one. He often criticizes others for doing it (see, for example, Rosh
 Amanah, Chapter 18 for such a criticism of Crescas) but seems to have been repeatedly
 guilty of the fault himself. Perhaps most notorious is the question of his dependence on
 Isaac Arama (1420-1494). Arama's son Meir (c. 1460-1545) wrote a letter in which he ac
 cused Abravanel of plagiarizing his father's work. The letter was published by Gabriel
 Polak in Ha-Maggid, 2, No. 25 (June 30, 1858), p. 99. Sarah Heller-Wilensky, in The
 Philosophy of Isaac Arama (Jerusalem: 1956) (Hebrew), pp. 48-57 and in "Isaac Arama
 on the Creation and Structure of the World," PAAJR, 22 (1953), 131-149, provides tex
 tual documentation for Abravanel's dependence on Arama. Benzion Netanyahu essays a
 defense of Abravanel in his Don Isaac Abravanel: Statesman and Philosopher, 3rd ed.
 (Philadelphia: 1972), p. 296n. He argues that many of the ideas that Abravanel is claimed
 to have taken from Arama could more properly be attributed to both authors, since they
 discussed many philosophical and theological topics together. One must question
 Netanyahu's suggestion, however, in the light of Abravanel's relationship to Bibago. In
 general, this is a subject that needs further study.

 26. Neumark (see note 5 above), II, p. 151.
 27. "Maimonides as Dogmatist," CCAR Yearbook, 45 (1935), 397-418, 404. Waxman does

 not mention Duran.

 28. "Yod-Gimmel ha-Ikkarim shel ha-Rambam," Sinai, 58 (1965), 58-61.
 29. See above, note 2.
 30. Hebrew: ikarei ha-emunah.

 31. Literally: "the great Rabbi" of "the great teacher." I translate this and all similar expres
 sions simply as "Maimonides."

 32. Maimonides himself makes this claim just after presenting the principles. He says: "Do
 not read them hurriedly, for I did not just happen to write them down. Only after careful
 research and introspection, when I came to see which opinions are clearly true and untrue,
 did I come to know what to accept" (Wolf translation in Twersky, p. 423).

 33. Literally: "the Holy One, blessed be He." I translate this and all similar expressions simp
 ly as "God."

 34. See Exodus 34: 6-7. Duran, Ohev Mishput, p. 136, quotes just such an explanation from
 an anonymous source.

 35. These 13 rules are attributed to R. Ishmael (Sifra, Introduction, 5). They are translated,
 with illustrations, in Philip Birnbaum, Daily Prayer Book (New York: 1949), pp. 41-45.
 See also Louis Jacobs, Studies in Talmudic Logic and Methodology (London: 1961).

 36. Hebrew: hakhmot.
 37. Hebrew: shorashim.
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 38. Literally: "our master Moses." I will render this and all similar expressions simply as
 "Moses."

 39. Hebrew: kadmon (literally: "uncreated").
 40. Taken from the synagogue hymn Adon olam, attributed to Solomon ben Judah ibn

 Gabirol (Spain: 1021-1058).
 41. I.e., the Talmud.
 42. Literally: "eternity."
 43. Avot I. 3.

 44. Rosh Amanah, Chapter 9.
 45. Rosh Amanah, Chapter 14.
 46. Literally: "the Philosopher."
 47. Abravanel puts forward this definition of the principles of faith in Rosh Amanah, Chapter

 6.

 48. Literally: "there is nothing in existence other than God and His works."
 49. Hebrew: lizayer.
 50. Guide I. 51-60.

 51. Literally: "absolutely invisible to us."
 52. A play on the word for "few" in the verse just quoted.
 53. The preceding paragraph is taken, almost word for word, from Bibago's Derekh Emunah,

 p. 99c.
 54. Maimonides calls the first principle "the foundation of all foundations" in Hilkhot

 Yesodei ha-To rah 1. 1.

 55. The preceding paragraph, starting with "Limitation may occur in one of three ways," is
 taken, almost word for word, from Bibago's Derekh Emunah, p. lOld.

 56. Literally: "after absolute nothingness."
 57. Literally: "which comes."
 58. Literally: "Torah from heaven."
 59. See note 42 above.

 60. That is, the beginning of his commentary to the first mishnah in Helek. In Wolf's transla
 tion (Twersky, p. 414): "However, resurrection is only for the righteous."

 61. Genesis Rabbah 13.6 reads: "It (the might of rain) is as important as resurrection . . . .
 Rav Hiyya ben Aba said: It is greater than resurrection, for whereas resurrection is for
 man alone, this is for man and beast; again, resurrection is for Israel, whereas this is for
 Israel and the nations." At Ta'anit 7a we read: "R. Abbahu said: The day when rain falls
 is greater than the day of the revival of the dead for the revival of the dead is for the
 righteous only whereas rain is both for the righteous and the wicked." See also Sifri
 Deuteronomy 32 and 306 and Midrash on Psalms 117.

 62. Ta'anit 25a. There are some minor variations between the text cited by Abravanel, that
 found in the standard editions of the Talmud, and that given by Henry Malter in his scien
 tifically edited edition of The Tractate Ta'anit of the Babylonian Talmud (Philadelphia:
 1928). I present here the translation of the Soncino edition, bracketing words not found in
 Abravanel's text. The "thirteen rivers of balsam oil" are mentioned in the Palestinian Tal

 mud (Avodah Zarah III. 1) and several places in the Zohar. See R.J.Z. Werblowsky,
 Joseph Karo: Lawyer and Mystic (Philadelphia: 1977), p. 130n.

 63. The preceding paragraph is taken, almost word for word, from Bibago's Derekh Emunah,
 p. 101b.

 64. Editio princeps has the obviously incorrect reading: "Rabbi Joshua b. Yohai."
 65. I deviate from the Soncino text here (which has "thirteen stools of gold") to follow

 Abravanel's reading.
 66. Rashi, ad. loc.: "It is not proper to proclaim you in this fashion because 1 have heard that

 the rainbow is nothing but a sign of the covenant that the world will not be destroyed and
 if there is a perfect saint in a generation, there is no need for this sign."

 67. I.e., the appearance of a rainbow.
 68. P. 77b.
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